Complex sfotware systems typically involve features like time, concurrency and probability, and probabilistic computations are playing an increasing role. However it is currently challenging to formalize languages incorporating all those features. Recently the language PTSC has been proposed to integrate probability and time with shared-variable concurrency [56, 59] , where the operational semantics has been explored and a set of algebraic laws has been investigated via bisimulation. This paper investigates the link between the operational and algebraic semantics of PTSC, highlighting both its theoretical and practical aspects.
Introduction
Probabilistic computations play an increasingly important role in solving various problems [45] . As a consequence of that, a number of probabilistic languages have been proposed [11, 12, 14, 21, 35, 36, 37, 42, 43, 44] . In addition to probability, complex software systems can often involve important features like real-time [41] and shared-memory based concurrency. The shared-variable mechanism is typically used for communications among components running in parallel, e.g. the case for Java and the case for the Verilog hardware description language. However, it proves to be rather challenging to formalise a system comprising those features [20, 51, 52, 55] . A formal model integrating probability, real-time and shared-variable concurrency would be highly expected by system designers as it can offer better support for the specification and modelling of complex software systems.
In our previous work [56, 59] , we have proposed an integrated language PTSC equiped with probability, time and shared-variable concurrency features, to facilitate the specification of complex software systems. In the language, the probability feature is reflected by the probabilistic nondeterministic choice, probabilistic guarded choice and the probabilistic scheduling of actions from different concurrent components in a program. In that work, we have formalized an operational semantics for this language, on top of which an abstract bisimulation relation has been defined and several algebraic laws have been derived for program equivalence.
The PTSC language has recently been used to specify a circuit in the register-transfer level [39, 40] . The circuit takes two integers as the input and sums up them as the output, where the register containing one of the inputs may be faulty. The algebraic laws proposed for the PTSC language have also been employed to verify that an implementation of the circuit with probabilistic behavior conforms to the probabilistic specification.
As described in Hoare and He's Unifying Theories of Programming (abbreviated as UTP) [27] , three different mathematical models are often used to represent a theory of programming, namely, the operational, the denotational, and the algebraic ones [46, 50, 28] . Each of these representations has its distinctive advantages for theories of programming. For instance, the operational semantics provides a set of transition rules that model how a program performs step by step. The correctness of the transitions of an operational semantics is essential for applying the operational semantics in further study. The algebraic semantics is well suited in symbolic calculation of parameters and strictures of an optimal design. The algebraic approach has been successfully applied in provably-correct compilation. A comprehensive theory of programming should offer all these semantic models and should ensure that all the models are pairwise consistent [27] .
For our proposed language PTSC, we have previously defined the operational semantics from which a set of algebraic laws are derived. To ensure the consistency between the operational and algebraic semantics, a link should be constructed between the two models, so that one model can be derived from the other. In this paper, we tackle this problem by constructing a link from the algebraic semantics to the operational semantics. We first derive an operational semantics from the algebraic semantics. If the derived operational semantics is the same as our previous achieved one [56, 59] , we can conclude that our operational semantics is consistent with the algebraic semantics. This can be considered as the soundness exploration of operational semantics from the algebraic viewpoint. The investigation can be understood as the inverse work of [56, 59] and a significant contribution in unifying theories of PTSC [27] .
In order to support the derivation of operational semantics from algebraic semantics, a derivation strategy is required to be defined. Therefore, we introduce the concept of head normal form, where very program can be expressed as either a guarded choice or the summation of a set of processes which are deterministic initially. Our definition for the derivation strategy is based on head normal form. We study the algebraic laws for PTSC, which supports the definition of head normal form. Based on the derivation strategy, we can achieve a transition system (i.e., an operational semantics). There remains a question concerning the equivalence of the derivation strategy and the derived transition system. The advantage of this equivalence is that we can use either the derivation strategy or the derived transition system when working on the application of operational semantics. Further, this result also indicates the completeness of our operational semantics from the viewpoint of algebraic semantics.
For the derived operational semantics, if we can have an executed version, the correctness of the operational semantics can be checked from various test results. Moreover, if we can have the animation of the derivation strategy, we can also model the execution of a program. From various test examples, if the execution results of the above two animation approaches are the same, we can claim that the derivation strategy is the same as the derived operational semantics. This supports to claim that our derived operational semantics is sound and complete with respect to head normal form (i.e., algebraic semantics in general) from the practical viewpoint. Therefore, in this paper we also consider the animation of the linking between operational semantics and algebraic semantics for PTSC. The logic programming language Prolog [8] is used for the development. In order to support the animation, we also consider the mechanical generation of the head normal form for each program in Prolog, where twenty-five parallel expansion laws are animated.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces our language PTSC. Section 3 lists a set of algebraic laws, where every program can be represented as either a guarded choice, or the summation of a set of processes which are initially deterministic. We also give the concept of head normal form which is the key point for studying the link between the operational semantics and algebraic semantics. We explore how to generate the algebraic laws via Prolog in section 4, especially the parallel expansion laws. Meanwhile, section 4 also calculates the head normal form of a program via Prolog. Section 5 investigates the derivation of the operational semantics from the algebraic semantics. We give the derivation strategy and show that a transition system (i.e., the operational semantics) can be derived by strict proof. Section 5 also studies the equivalence of the derivation strategy and the derived transition system. Section 6 is about the animation of operational semantics from two viewpoints. Firstly, for our derived operational semantics in section 5.3 from the transition system viewpoint, we explore the animation of the achieved operational semantics. All transition rules are expressed in the form of Prolog style. Secondly, we also explore the generation of operational semantics from the viewpoint of derivation strategy via head normal form mechanically. Section 7 discusses the related work about probability, time, shared-variable concurrency and semantic linking. Section 8 concludes the paper.
The PTSC Language
Shared-variable concurrency has long been used as an alternative to message passing in describing systems composed of concurrently interacting components. Originally termed 'multiprogramming' in the 1960s and 70s [15, 16] its subtleties have continued to provoke research [5, 6, 10, 47] . It finds recent application in the analysis of threads, for instance in the Java memory model [34] , and for reasoning about Verilog [20] .
The purpose of this paper is to continue the study of the language PTSC which integrates probability and time with shared-variable concurrency. PTSC has been designed to express the scheduling of threads, incorporating concurrency and nondeterminism as well as probability and time. It is thus well suited to discrete event simulation where those features are present, as is the case in a growing number of distributed protocols which employ random-number generators to facilitate choice between alternatives [38] .
Our language PTSC integrates of probability, time and shared-variable concurrency. It has the following syntactical elements:
(1) Assignment, x := e, is atomic, so that no action can interleave between reading the variables involved in the expression e and writing the result of e to x. The vacuous assignment x := x is abbreviated Skip. Similar to a conventional language, if b then P else Q stands for the conditional, whereas while b do P stands for the iteration. P ; Q stands for sequential composition. (2) The event guarded program, @b P, is enabled when the guard b holds in which case P may be scheduled; otherwise it is disabled (i.e. not able to be scheduled) and waits. Here b a Boolean condition. Since we model closed systems, time advances only when the guard b is false. Between evaluation of b and commencing execution of P, other commands may be scheduled. In this paper we take the understanding that @b is atomic. When @b appears in a guarded choice (to be introduced slightly later), it is also atomic. For #n P, after n time units elapse, process P can be scheduled. Time advances in unit steps. (3) stands for the nondeterministic choice, where p stands for the probabilistic nondeterministic choice. P p Q indicates that the probability for P p Q to behave as P is p, where the probability for P p Q to behave as Q is 1−p. (4) The mechanism for parallel composition P p Q is a shared-variable interleaving model with probability feature (i.e., probabilistic interleaving model). If process P can perform an atomic action, P p Q has conditional probability p to do that atomic action. On the other hand, if process Q can perform an atomic action, P p Q has conditional probability 1−p to perform that action.
Probabilistic interleaving models the situation in which priority is given to an enabled action. For example if one thread performs assignments a1 ; a2 and another performs assignment a3 then the result of a scheduler which chooses a3 before the other assignments three quarters of the time, between them a little less than a quarter of the time, and after them the rest of the time, can be expressed as a probabilistic interleaving
Indeed, by repeated expansion, the left-hand side gives the interleaving a3 ; a1 ; a2 with probability 3/4, the interleaving a1 ; a3 ; a2 with probability 3/16 and the remaining interleaving a1 ; a2 ; a3 with probability 1/16.
In order to facilitate algebraic reasoning, we enrich our language with a guarded choice [17] in our language. As our parallel composition has probability feature, the guarded choice also shares this feature. Guarded choice is classified into five types.
The first type is composed of a set of assignment-guarded components.
Note that I and J i stand for finite index sets. The notation b&(x := e) P stands for the assignment guarded component. Assignment x := e will be executed only when Boolean condition b is satisfied. After that, the subsequent behaviour can be expressed as process P. For the construct choice, its form can be expressed as choice m∈M (b m &(x m := e m ) P m ). Its Boolean conditions should be pairwise disjoint or exhaustive, i.e., it should satisfy the condition below.
The meaning of the choice construct is that at any moment there is one and only one Boolean condition to be satisfied, which indicates that the corresponding assignment can be scheduled. For the notation [p]choice m∈M (b m &(x m := e m ) P m ), it means that the probability for the choice construct to be performed is p; i.e., if the Boolean condition in one assignment guarded component is satisfied, the probability for selecting the corresponding assignment is p. The first type of guarded choice is composed of a set of choice construct with probability. For (gtype − 1) above, all p i (i ∈ I) should satisfy the condition + i∈I p i = 1
The second type is composed of a set of event guarded components. It waits any of the guards to be fired. If one guard is satisfied, the subsequent behaviour for the whole process will be followed by its subsequent behaviour of the satisfied component.
The third type is composed of one time delay component. Initially, it cannot do anything except letting time advance one unit.
(gtype-3) []{#1 R}
The fourth type is the guarded choice composition of the first and second type of guarded choice 1 .
If there exists one c k (k ∈ K) being satisfied currently, then the event @ c k is fired and the subsequent behaviour is Q k . If there is no satisfied c k , any of the assignment guarded components can be scheduled provided that the corresponding Boolean condition is true.
The fifth type is the compound of the second and third type of guarded choice.
Currently, if there exists i (i ∈ I) such that b i is satisfied, then the subsequent behaviour of the whole guarded choice is as P i . On the other hand, if there is no i (i ∈ I) such that b i is satisfied currently, then the whole guarded choice cannot do anything initially except letting time advance one unit. The subsequent behaviour is the same as the behaviour of R.
A choice construct contains a set of assignment guarded components. An assignment guarded component can be scheduled at the current time point provided that the corresponding Boolean condition is satisfied. And the execution of assignment is instantaneous. On the other hand, a delay component might be scheduled to make time advance one unit. These facts indicate that, if a choice construct and a time delay component appear in the same set of a guarded choice, the time delay component will not have a chance to be scheduled. Therefore, we assume that there is no type of guarded choice composing of the first and third type of guarded choice, which indicates that guarded choice can only have the above five types of guarded choice.
} For program P, it is of the form of the first type guarded choice, which has two choice constructs. The probability of selecting the first choice construct is 0.7, whereas the probability of selecting the second choice construct is 0.3. For the first choice construct, it has only on component, which means that assignmnet x := 5 will be scheduled and subsequent behaviour is P 1 . For the second choice construct, it has two components. The execution of the first one is under condition x > 2 and the execution of the second one is under condition x ≤ 2. The second choice construct behaves the same as if (x > 2) then P 1 else P 2 . Therefore, this process selects x := 5 with probability 0.7, followed by process P 1 . It can also select the conditional statement with probability 0.3.
Algebraic Semantics and Head Normal Form
This section studies the algebraic semantics for PTSC, where every program can be expressed as a guarded choice or the summation of a set of processes which are initially deterministic. We also introduce the concept of head normal form in this section, which is the key point for exploring the link between operational semantics and algebraic semantics.
Algebraic Semantics for Guarded Choice
Now we explore the algebraic laws for guarded choice. The order of the guarded components in a guarded choice can be re-arranged.
The assignment guarded component can be eliminated if its Boolean condition is always false.
Two assignment guarded components can be combined into a single one if the assignment guards and their subsequent processes are the same. This can be represented by combining two Boolean conditions together as disjunction.
Two event guarded components can be combined into a single one if their subsequent processes are the same. This combination can be represented by an or-compound guard.
The self-assignment can be represented by any program variables.
Two same choice components can be combined into a single one. The associated probability for the combined component is the addition of the probabilities of the two separate ones.
Algebraic Semantics for Sequential Constructs
In this section we list the laws for sequential constructs. The laws below indicate that a sequential program can be represented as a guarded choice. We have the following considerations.
Assignment can be expressed as a guarded choice composed of only one guarded component with probability 1.
Here, ε stands for the empty process.
An event guard can be expressed as a guarded choice composed of one event guard component. Similar consideration also applies to time delay guard.
Conditionals can also be expressed as a guarded choice composed of only one choice component with probability 1. The choice component has two assignment guarded sub-components. Iteration has a similar structure.
If program P is expressed as a guarded choice, its sequential composition with Q is also a guarded choice, where each component is the combination of the corresponding component in P with Q via the function seq defined below.
where,
The definition of seq(C, Q) is based on the type of guarded component C. The subsequent behaviour after the corresponding guard can be expressed via function seq1. Here seq1(X, Q) stands for Q if X is the empty process. Otherwise, it stands for X; Q.
Algebraic Laws for Parallel Construct
Probabilistic parallel composition is not purely symmetric and associative. Its symmetry and associativity rely on the change of the associated probabilities as well.
For (par-2), the formulae for x and y indicate that the probability for an assignment in the left hand side to be scheduled is the same as the probability of the corresponding assignment in the right hand side. For example, for an assignment in process Q of the left hand side process, its probability is (1− p)×q. For the corresponding assignment in process Q of the right hand side process, its probability is (1− x)×y
Now we give the definition for the function par, which can be used in reducing the number of parallel expansion laws relating to empty process. It can also be used to reduce the number of transition rules for parallel composition.
In what follows we give a collection of parallel expansion laws. As mentioned earlier, there exist five types of guarded choice. To take into account a parallel composition of two arbitrary guarded choices, we end up with twenty-five different expansion laws. Due to the above symmetric law (associated with probability), these twenty five expansion laws can be reduced into fifteen different laws. Here we highlight some expansion laws with the rest listed in the appendix.
For a parallel process, if the first component is an assignment-guarded choice and the second component is also an assignment-guarded choice, the scheduling rule is that any assignment could be scheduled with the associated probability provided that its Boolean condition is satisfied. Law (par-3-1) below depicts this case.
If the first component is an assignment-guarded choice and the second component is an event-guarded choice, the behaviour of the parallel composition can be described as the guarded choice of a set of assignment-guarded components and a set of event-guarded components. This case is presented in law (par-3-2).
If both of the two components are event-guarded choices, there are several scenarios. If one guard from the first component is triggered but no guards from the second component are triggered, the subsequent behaviour is the parallel composition of the remaining part of the first component with the second component. If two guards from both components are triggered simultaneously, the subsequent behaviour is the parallel composition of the remaining processes of both sides. This is illustrated in law (par-3-6).
Algebraic Laws for Probabilistic Nondeterministic Choice and Nondeterministic Choice
Probabilistic nondeterministic choice can be expressed as a guarded choice comprising two assignment guarded components. The probability for the selection of one guarded component is p, whereas the probability for the selection of another component is 1 − p.
Now we introduce a new construct, called summation, which is denoted as {P 1 , · · · , P n }, where each P i is initially deterministic. For summation, the selection among all components P i is nondeterministic. For a process whose outmost structure is not parallel structure, it is called initially deterministic if its outmost structure is not nondeterministic choice. On the other hand, if the outmost structure of a process is parallel composition, it is called initially deterministic if both of its two parallel components (i.e., left hand side and right hand side of parallel composition) are initially deterministic.
For example, let P = x := 1 x := 2 and Q = y := 1 y := 2. Then P can be expressed as {x := 1; x := 2} and Q can be expressed as {y := 1, y := 2}. Further, P r Q can be expressed as {x := 1 r y := 1, x := 1 r y := 2, x := 2 r y := 1, x := 2 y := 2} and every element in this summation set is initially deterministic. Further, we have the law below for .
( -1)
For , it also shares the symmetric law and associative law. Now we consider the transformation of nondeterministic choice to the form of summation.
The law below indicates how we can transform sequential composition into the form of summation.
Head Normal Form
Now we assign every program P a normal form called head normal form HF (P) [18] . Our later discussion about relating algebraic semantics with operational semantics is based on head normal form.
The head normal form of parallel composition can be expressed as the summation of a set of processes which are initially deterministic. We can take one component from one parallel branch and another component from another parallel branch. Then the guarded choice can be defined by applying the corresponding parallel expansion laws based on the selected two components.
, it can be defined as the result of applying the parallel expansion laws for HF(P i ) r HF(Q j ), as illustrated in section 3.3.
Now we consider the head normal form of HF (S ). From the definition of head normal form, we know:
Moreover, we have:
From the definition of head normal form, we know that it is in the form of one step forward expansion. This can support the derivation of operational semantics from head normal form because operational semantics also makes one step forward for each transition.
Animation of Algebraic Semantics and Head Normal Form
As mentioned earlier, head normal form can be applied in linking the algebraic semantics and operational semantics. Our approach is to derive the operational semantics from algebraic semantics, which will be explored in section 5. In order to explore the mechanical derivation of operational semantics from algebraic semantics (i.e., automatic derivation of operational semantics from algebraic semantics), we consider the animation of algebraic semantics and head normal form (i.e., the simulation of algebraic semantics and automatic generation of head normal form) in this section. The animation can be processed in Prolog.
Programs written in Prolog is composed of clauses describing relations. Rule and fact are the two types of clauses. A rule is in the form of "H : −B 1 , B 2 , ..., B n .", with H as its head and B 1 , B 2 , ..., B n as its body. This can be read as "H is true if B 1 and B 2 and...and B n are true". Facts are clauses with empty body in the form of "H.". The execution of a Prolog program is triggered when the user proposes a query in the form "? − G 1 , G 2 , ..., G n " where G i is a goal clause.
For variables in Prolog, if a variable begins with an underscore ( ), it can be instantiated as any value. A single underscore, which means "any term", is usually used to denote an anonymous variable. List in Porlog is used for holding a group of terms and is defined inductively. A list is denoted as [A|B] where A is the first element of the list and B is the tail which is also a list. The [ ] used to terminate a list is suppressed. A list can also be in the form [A 1 , A 2 , ..., A n ] where all A i are its elements separated by commas.
Generating Algebraic Laws
Now we explore the generating of algebraic laws for our probabilistic language by using animation style. Here we mainly focus on the parallel expansion laws, which enable us to expand a probabilistic parallel composition to a guarded choice construct.
In order to animate these rules, we define the structure of the five types of probabilistic guarded choice first. We denote the assignment guarded choices as assignGuardChoice, event guarded choices as eventGuardChoice, time delays as timeDelay. assign event is used to represent the guarded choice composition of the assignment guarded choice and the event guarded choice. The guarded choice composition of the event guarded choice and time delays is denoted as event time.
For the choice
, it can be expressed as a set of components in the form P f or b j then (V j = E j )$S j when animating. Therefore, for a guarded choice, when implementing in Prolog, the components can be of three forms, P f or EB then (V = E)$S (assignment under condition EB with probability P with subsequent behaviour S ), @EB$S (event guard component) and #1$S (time delay component).
assignGuardChoice([[P f or EB then (V = E) $ S ]|S ]) :− bool(EB), variable(V), expr(E), probability(P), assignGuardChoice(S ).

eventGuardChoice([[@EB $ S ]|S ]) :− bool(EB), eventGuardChoice(S ).
timeDelay([[#1 $ S ]]). assign event(S
Here, bool(EB) is defined as a set of rules in Prolog to check if EB is an legal expression in PTSC with a Boolean value [4] . Similarly, variable(V) is use to ensure that V is in a proper form of variable and expr(E) guarantees that E is a legal expression.
The assignGuardChoice form can be defined recursively. It indicates that the first guarded component is an assignment guarded component and the remaining components still satisfy assignGuardChoice form. The probability P is defined as a variable whose value is a number in the range of [0,1] and its validity is checked by rule probability(P). The eventGuardChoice indicates the event guarded choice and is defined similarly. For timeDelay, it only contains the time delay component. For assign event, it combines the assignGuardChoice form and eventGuardChoice form by using the append function. append(S 1 , S 2 , ...S n , S ) concatenates list S 1 , S 2 and S n into list S .
As mentioned earlier, there exist five types of guarded choice and twenty-five parallel expansion laws. Now we are ready to generate the parallel expansion laws by giving the definition for npar(S 1 R S 2 , T ). Here, T stands for the expansion form for parallel process S 1 R S 2 by the corresponding parallel expansion laws. Firstly we simulate parallel expansion law (par-3-1) (see page 6), which stands for the case that both of the two parallel branches are of the form of assignment guarded choice. This indicates that both of the two parallel branches are of type assignGuardChoice. In this case, rule assign 2 L and assign 2 R will be called.
For S 1 R S 2 , when S 1 and S 2 are assignment guarded choices, any assignment in S 1 and S 2 can be scheduled. assign 2 L(S 1 R S 2 , T 1 ) generates the guarded components stored in T 1 when the assignment in S 1 is scheduled. Meanwhile, assign 2 R(S 1 R S 2 , T 2 ) generates the guarded components stored in T 2 when the assignment in S 2 is scheduled. Their definitions can be defined recursively.
Now we consider the generating and animation for the parallel expansion law that both of the two parallel branches are of the form of event guarded choice. The law is illustrated in law (par-3-6) (see page 7).
For S 1 R S 2 , if both S 1 and S 2 are of the form of event guarded choice, the following npar(S 1 R S 2 , T ) generates the event guarded components stored in T .
From algebraic law (par-3-6) (see page 7), we know that there are three firing cases. The append function combines T 1 , T 2 and T 3 into one single list T sequentially. event 2 L(S 1 R S 2 , T 1 ) stands for the case that one event in S 1 is fired and all events in S 2 are not fired at this moment. Then the resulted event guarded components are recorded in T 1 .
In the above definitions, compound(S 2 , B) combines all the events in S 2 in the disjunction form and stores the result in B.
Similarly, event 2 R(S 1 R S 2 , T 2 ) stands for the case that one event in S 2 is fired and all events in S 1 are not fired at this moment. Then the resulted event guarded components are recorded in T 2 . Its definition is similar to
Thirdly, event 2 Both(S 1 R S 2 , T 3 ) stands for the case that one event from S 1 and another event from S 2 are fired simultaneously. Then the resulted event guarded components are recorded in T 3 .
The following parallel expansion law captures the case where both of the two components are time-delay guarded constructs. The whole process performs a time delay and then behaves as the parallel composition of the remaining parts from both sides:
For the animation, the npar function below defines the calculating of the guarded choice for this case.
We now move to the parallel composition where the first parallel branch comprises both assignment guarded components and event guarded components. The following law (par-3-14) captures the scenario where the second parallel branch consists of event guarded components and the time-delay.
For S 1 R S 2 , if S 1 is in the form of combing the assignment guarded choice and the event guarded choice and S 2 is in the form of combing the event guarded choice and the time delay choice, then time delay will not be scheduled initially. It can only have event guarded components and assignment guarded components. We use npar(S 1 R S 2 , T ) to generate these components stored in T .
Here, assign event(S 1 ) and event time(S 2 ) stand for the guarded choice type of S 1 and S 2 respectively. For algebraic law (par-3-14), there are three firing cases. Therefore, event 2 L, event 2 R and event 2 Both have also been applied. As S 1 contains assignment guarded components, assign 1 L(S 1 R S 2 , T ) stands for the case that assignment can be scheduled first, which keeps the scheduling probability unchanged.
In this section we considered the mechanical generation of algebraic laws using animation approach. Among twenty-five parallel expansion laws, here we only listed four of them (i.e., (par-3-1), (par-3-6), (par-3-10), (par-3-14)) for introducing the animation approach. The consideration for the animation of other parallel expansion laws is similar.
Generating Head Normal Forms
For the aim of linking the algebraic semantics with operational semantics, we have introduced the concept of head normal form for every program. In this section we explore how to generate the head normal form via animation.
For program P, we use the function below to generate the head normal form of P.
where, T stands for the head normal form of program P. Here T can be expressed as the summation of a set of guarded choices 2 . We use a list to represent the summation. Assignment can be expressed as a guarded choice composed of only one guarded component with probability 1.
(
The whole clause means that the head normal form of V = E is [[1 f or true then V = E $ epsilon]], which is a list containing only one element.
Event guard can be expressed as a guarded choice composed of one event guard component. Similar consideration also applies to time delay guard.
Conditional can also be expressed as a guarded choice composed of two assignment guarded subcomponents with probability 1. Iteration has similar structure.
Here [ ] stands for the empty assignment which does nothing for state update.
The head normal form of guarded choice has the same form as the guard choice itself.
pgc(S ) :− assignGuardChoice(S ). pgc(S ) :− eventGuardChoice(S ). pgc(S ) :− timeDelay(S ). pgc(S ) :− assign event(S ). pgc(S ) :− event time(S ).
A process may have nondeterministic behaviours. We can express a process as the summation of a set of guarded choices. Each guarded choice can be regarded as an initially deterministic process for the whole program.
The summation rules are designed to differentiate nondeterministic process from the others. A nondeterministic process will be represented by a list whose elements are the initially deterministic.
Now we start to consider the calculation of the head normal form for sequential composition. The definition can be done in two steps. If a process is initially deterministic, we first translate it to its head normal form and then distribute ";" to each component of it. The distribution behaviour can be done by a new function subdistr
Below is the definition for subdistr. Here we only list some of the whole rules.
2 If there is only one guarded choice in the summation, the summation can also be understood as a form of guarded choice. 3 In section 4 and section 6, assignment V := E is re-written as V = E when doing the animation.
subdistr ([#1 $ S ]; Q, [[#1 $ (S ; Q)]]).
For a nondeterministic process, it can be transformed into a set of guarded choices. Then the sequential composition of the nondeterministic process and Q can be transformed into a summation comprising of the sequential composition of each guarded choice and Q.
For each guarded choice in the achieved new summation, the subsequent behavior after the corresponding guard can be dealt by introducing function "distr".
Now we consider the generating of head normal form for parallel process S 1 R S 2 . Firstly we need to calculate the components which are initially deterministic for S 1 and S 2 respectively; i.e., each initially deterministic component is represented by a guarded choice. This can be done by using the two summation functions shown below.
In the above definition, the head normal form of S 1 R S 2 is the summation of a set of new guarded choice via the function combination. Here each new guarded choice is the parallel composition of one guarded choice from S 1 and another guarded choice from S 2 . This can be processed by using the algebraic laws (mainly function npar) in section 4. Below is the definition of function combination.
combination([X] R [Y], T ) :− npar(X R Y, T ).
combination([X] R [Y|S 2 ], T ) :− combination([X] R
Example 4.1
Then the query for the head normal form of P is in the form h f (P, NF) where P is the program text we introduced above and NF is a variable storing the head normal form. Here, the program P is the parallel composition of assignGuardChoice and event time, and its head normal form is defined using expansion law (par-3-5) (given in the appendix). 
Deriving Operational Semantics from Algebraic Semantics
The traditional way of defining an operational semantics is to provide a set of individual transition steps directly. In contrast to the standard style of defining operational semantics, this section derives the operational semantics from its algebraic semantics for our probabilistic language. This approach aims to guarantee the consistency of the operational and algebraic semantics for our language.
Transition Types
The operational semantics of a language is represented by transition relations. In our operational model, the transitions are expressed in the form of Plotkin's Structural Operational Semantics (SOS) [46] :
where, P stands for the program text that remains to be executed, and σ is the current state of the program. The transitions can be classified into four kinds:
(1) The first kind of transition models the execution of an atomic action with certain probability.
where, p stands for the probability for program P to perform the execution. (2) The second type models the transition of a time delay. Time advances in unit steps.
The third type models the selection of the two components for non-deterministic choice. It can be expressed as:
P, σ τ −→ P , σ (4) The fourth type models the triggered case of event @ b:
Derivation Strategy
The main purpose of this section is to derive the transition system for our probabilistic language from its algebraic laws. This approach allows the operational semantics to be derived as theorems (see section 5.3), rather than being presented as postulates or definitions. Firstly we give the derivation strategy.
Definition 5.1 (Derivation Strategy) Let HF (P) = i∈I P i .
Item (1) indicates that if a program can be expressed as the summation of a set of processes which are initially deterministic, the program can make a nondeterministic selection among all these processes. Item (2) considers the transition rules for the case that a program can be expressed as a guarded choice. This can be divided into five subcases due to the types of guarded choice.
If a program can be expressed as a guarded choice comprising a set of assignment guarded components, then the program can execute each assignment with the associated probability provided that the corresponding Boolean condition is satisfied. If a program can be expressed as a guarded choice composed of a set of event guarded components, any event can be triggered provided that the event is satisfied. Meanwhile, if none of these events are satisfied, time will advance one unit. If a program can only be expressed as a guarded choice composed of the time delay component, only time advancing can be executed.
On the other hand, if a program can be expressed as a guarded choice composed of a set of assignment guarded components and a set of event guard components, any event can be triggered provided that the event is satisfied. Further, if none of these events are satisfied, any assignment can be executed with the associated probability provided that its Boolean condition is satisfied. On the other hand, time cannot advance for a program under this case.
Finally, if a program is expressed as a guarded choice composed of a set of assignment guarded components and the time delay component, any event can be triggered provided that the event is satisfied. On the other hand, if none of the events are satisfied, time can advance one unit. The subsequent behaviour after one time unit elapses is just the behaviour followed the time delay event.
Deriving Operational Semantics by Strict Proof
This subsection aims to derive the operational semantics for all the statements according to the derivation strategy. Therefore, our operational semantics can be understood as consistent with its algebraic semantics.
Proof The proof can be proceeded directly from the head normal form of each program and the derivation strategy. Here we give the proof for (6) . Others are similar. The head normal form of P p Q are below:
Q}} By the derivation strategy 2(a), we can directly get the transition rules for P p Q.
The transitions in (1)(2)(3) model the case that a program does an atomic action with probability 1. For the time delay statement, only time advancing can be performed. For an event guard, it can be immediately fired provided that the Boolean condition is satisfied. However, if the Boolean condition is not satisfied, time will advance one unit. Item (6) models the transition for probabilistic nondeterministic choice. For P p Q, the selection of P is with probability p, and the selection of Q is with probability 1 − p.
We can also have the transition rules for sequential composition, which are the same as those in a traditional programming language. The proof is based on the head normal form of sequential composition and the derivation strategy.
In order to simplify the later proof for the transition rules of other constructs, we introduce a function GC(P) for program P based on HF (P). Let HF (P) = i∈I P i . The definition of GC(P) can be defined as below:
Moreover, if P is initially deterministic, GC1(P) is introduced, which contains all the guarded components in HF (P).
Further, we define two functions:
and
The notation stable( P, σ ) indicates that process P cannot perform the transition representing nondeterministic choice under state σ, while stableE( P, σ ) indicates that process P cannot perform event-triggered transitions under state. Now we consider the derivation of the transitions for nondeterministic choice. A nondeterministic process can perform a "τ" transition and directly reach to a stable state.
Proof Here we give the proof for (1). The proof for (2) is similar.
Now we explore the derivation of the transition rules for parallel composition. The approach is based on the four transition types of a program.
Theorem 5.5
(1) (a) If P, σ τ −→ P , σ and stable( Q, σ ),
Proof Firstly we consider the proof for 1(a). The proof for 1(b) is similar.
Secondly, we consider the proof for 2(a). As P, σ v −→ P , σ , this indicates that P is stable currently. From the assumption, we also know that Q cannot perform τ transition and v transition. We can enumerate all the parallel expansion cases. Here we only consider the proof for the case below.
From the expansion laws, we know
This indicates that the corresponding transition can be derived from the derivation strategy.
Thirdly, we consider the proof for item (3) . We use the above example case for exploring the proof.
From P, σ c −→ P kl , σ, , we can have:
By the parallel expansion laws, we know:
Based on (1) and (3), we can derive the transition rule for item (3).
Finally, we consider the proof for item (4) . We use the example case below for exploration.
From the parallel expansion law, we can have:
This indicates that P Q can perform the required time delay transition.
For the above derived transition rules for parallel composition, transition (1)(a) stands for the case that one component makes nondeterministic choice and another component is stable. The whole process also makes a nondeterministic choice under this case. However, if both components make nondeterministic choice, then the whole process can make nondeterministic choice and the subsequent behaviour is the parallel composition of the remaining components. Transition (1)(b) reflects this situation.
The second type stands for the event-fired case. The analysis is similar to the transitions of type (1). Transition (3) covers the case of performing an atomic action. If process P can perform an atomic action with probability p 2 , then process P p 1 Q and Q p 1 P can also perform the same atomic action with probability p 1 × p 2 and (1 − p 1 ) × p 2 respectively.
If both components can perform a time-advancing transition, then the whole parallel process can also let time advance. The aspect is reflected in transition (4) . This section has considered the derivation of an operational semantics from algebraic semantics for our proposed probabilistic language. The derivation strategy is based on the head normal form of each process. A transition system (i.e., operational semantics) has been derived for programs based on the derivation strategy by strict proof. This gives us a way to show the consistency of the algebraic semantics and operational semantics.
Equivalence of Derivation Strategy and Transition System
In the previous subsections, we have derived a set of transition rules according to a derivation strategy. The set of transition rules can be considered as a transition system (i.e., operational semantics) for our probabilistic language. There remains an issue to be considered. The derivation strategy may derive more transitions, compared with our transition system (theorems 5.2 to 5.5). We want to show that the set of transitions derived from the derivation strategy is the same as the set of transitions generated from our transition system. If so, we can say the derivation strategy is equivalent to the transition system.
The advantage of this equivalence result is that we can use either the derivation strategy or the transition system when working on the specific application of operational semantics. This will simplify the work of the application of operational semantics.
In order to study this equivalence issue, we need to prove the following items for every process.
(1) If transition P, α β −→ P , α exists in the transition system, then it also exists in the derivation strategy.
(2) If transition P, α β −→ P , α exists in the derivation strategy, then it also exists in the transition system.
Item (1) above is correct because our transition system is derived from the derivation strategy. Now we consider (2) as a theorem to be proved.
Theorem 5.6 If transition P, α β −→ P , α exists in the derivation strategy, then it also exists in the transition system.
Proof We can proceed our proof by structural induction. Here we only give the proof for parallel composition. For simplicity, we give the proof for the following example case where both of the head normal forms of P and Q can be expressed as a guarded choice respectively.
In this case, from the derivation strategy, P can perform the following transitions:
On the other hand, from the derivation strategy, Q can also perform similar transitions, shown below:
By structural induction, the above transitions for P and Q also exist in our transition. From HF (P r Q) and the derivation strategy, P Q can perform and only perform the following transitions, which are derived from the derived strategy.
Now we want to show that the above transitions for P r Q also exist in the transition system. Here we give the proof for (l-1). Others are similar. Theorem 5.7 Regarding the derived operational semantics for our probabilistic language, the derivation strategy is equivalent to the transition system. This result demonstrates that the transitions from the derivation strategy are the same as those in the transition system. It also shows that our transition system (operational semantics) for our probabilistic language is complete with respect to the derivation strategy in section 5.2.
Animation Approaches to Operational Semantics
In section 5.3,we have derived an operational semantics for PTSC, which forms a transition system of our language (theorem 5.2 to theorem 5.5). Now in section 6.1, we explore the animation of operational semantics for PTSC, which is the execution version of the operational semantics. The correctness of the operational semantics can be checked by using various test results.
Meanwhile, in section 5.2, we provided the derivation strategy for deriving operational semantics from algebraic semantics. Now in section 6.2 we explore the corresponding mechanical derivation, which can automatically derive the transitions of a program, as well as animate the execution of a program based on the derivation strategy. Based on the simulated execution of the two animation approaches in section 6.1 and 6.2, the fact of Theorem 5.7 can be shown via various test examples.
Animation of Operational Semantics for PTSC 6.1.1. Animation Strategy and Transition Type
Now we start to explore the animation of operational semantics for PTSC. For this aim, the transitions are expressed in the form below:
S igma ] where, configuration [P, S igma] can be expressed as a list in Prolog. Here, P stands for the program text that remains to be executed. S igma is the current state of the program, which is represented in the form of list storing the values of program variables. −[β]→ stands for the transition type.
As mentioned before (see page 13), the transitions for PTSC can be classified into four kinds. The first type can be encoded in Prolog as:
where, c stands for the transition where the atomic action is caused by the program itself and R stands for the probability for program P to perform the execution. For animation, the transition for assignment V := E can be expressed as below.
Here, ⊗ stands for the overriding operator. S igma ⊗ (V = E) stands for the new state, where the new value of V overrides the previous value of V by expression E.
Similarly, we can also provide the animation for the transitions of conditional, iteration, nondeterministic choice, nondeterministic choice and sequential composition. In the subsequent sections we mainly focus on the animation for the rules of guarded choice and parallel composition.
Guarded Choice
Guarded choice can perform assignment with the associated probability provided that its corresponding Boolean condition is satisfied. The corresponding transition −[ c , P] → may appear in two types of guarded choice constructs. One is the guarded choice composed of a set of assignment guarded components. For P f or EB then (V = E) $ S , the program can execute assignment V := E with probability P when the corresponding condition EB is evaluated true in the current state. The first two rules below reveal this case recursively. The other one is the guarded choice composed of assignment guarded components and event guarded components. And in this case, the event guarded component has a relatively high priority, which means when both the conditions of event guarded component and that of assignment guarded component are true in the current state, we only allow the event to be fired and do not allow performing assignment. To handle this, we design the third rule and add the "/− [ v ]→ " term in conditional clauses.
Here, condition EB $ (S igma) stands for the Boolean value of expression EB at the state S igma and the notation "/− [β] →" indicates that this transition cannot be performed in the current state. For configuration [ , S igma] , it indicates that the program part can be of any form. Now we consider the event firing transition. The corresponding transition −[ v ]→ may appear in three types of guarded choice. The first type is the guarded choice composed of a set of event guarded components. The second type is the guarded choice composed of assignment guarded components and event guarded components. The last rule above reveals this. The last type is the guarded choice composed of event guarded components and time delay component. For the first and third type, the transitions can be divided into the following several cases.
For time delay transition, as the execution of assignment is instantaneous, the second, third and fifth type of guarded choice can perform time delay transition among the five types of guarded choice. The corresponding transition −[1] → may appear in three cases. The first two transitions below model the time delay transition for the second type of guarded choice (i.e., containing a set of event guarded components). The fourth transition models the time delay transition for the guarded choice containing only time-delay component. The third transition models the fifth type of guarded choice, i.e., containing event guarded components and time-delay component. If no events can be enabled in the event guarded choice, time will advance.
Parallel Composition
Next, we consider probabilistic parallel composition. Once a parallel component has executed to termination, the terminating component will be eliminated and the whole parallel program will perform as the non-terminating parallel component.
Firstly 
If both components make [ tau ] transition, the whole process can make [ tau ] transition and the subsequent behaviour is the parallel composition of the remaining components.
[
If S 1 (or S 2 , or both of them) reaches to the terminating state after performing [ tau ] transitions, the transition rule for S 1 P S 2 is similar.
The following rules cover the case of performing an atomic action with certain probability in parallel composition. If process S 1 can perform an atomic action with probability X, parallel process S 1 P S 2 and S 2 P S 1 can also perform the same atomic action with probability X × P and (1−P) × X respectively. In parallel composition, we assume [ tau ] transition and [ v ] transition have high priority. This is reflected in the transitions below.
Here we only list the case that S 1 (or S 2 ) reaches to the non-terminating state after performing the atomic action transition.
For [ v ] and [1] transitions, the analysis for animation is similar.
Example 6.1 Let P be the process described in Example 4.1 (page 13). Now we consider the execution sequence using the operational semantics provided above. The query is posed in the form "trackOP[P, S igma].". The animation result is displayed as below. The process at step 0 is still process P itself. From the displayed result, we know that there are three execution sequences leading to the terminating state.
Animation of Generating Operational Semantics from Algebraic Semantics
Section 5 considered the derivation of operational semantics from algebraic semantics for PTSC. A derivation strategy has been provided based on the head normal form. Now we consider the animation of the derivation strategy for deriving operational semantics from algebraic semantics.
Definition 6.2
(1) If the head normal form of process P can be expressed as a guarded choice; i.e., it can be of form assignGuardChoice, eventGuardChoice, timeDelay, assign event and event time, then the transition rules for process P are the same as the transition rules of its corresponding guarded choice.
(2) On the other hand, if the head normal form of process P cannot be described as one of the five types of guarded choice (in other words, the head normal form is with a structure of summation), then process P can first do [ tau ] transitions and reach to all the processes which are initially deterministic, and these processes can be expressed as one of the five type guarded choices.
Here,
is not in the form of the five types of guarded choice, which means it is a summation.
For the transition rules of guarded choice (see page 14), they have already been formalized in section 5.2. The second rule above stands for the τ transitions for a process if its head normal form is not of the form in the five types of guarded choice. Now we have two ways to achieve operational semantics for PTSC. The first approach is the transition system itself (see section 6.1), which directly provides the transition rules for each statement. The second approach described in this section is to derive the transition rules for each statement. The derivation strategy is based the head normal form of a process and those parallel expansion laws. This section applies the animation approach in showing that the above two approaches can achieve the same transitions for each statement. We use the example below to illustrate the animation of operational semantics by the above two approaches.
Example 6.3
Let P be the program described in Example 4.1 (page 13) and Example 6.1 (page 21). In Example 6.1, we have already considered the execution sequence of program P using the operational semantics. The animation results have already been provided. Now we consider the derivation of the operational semantics via algebraic semantics. The query is posted in the form "trackHFOP[P, S igma].". The process at step 0 is the head normal form of P, i.e., NF is the head normal form which has been explored in Example 5.1. For the derivation approach, there are also three execution sequences leading to the terminating state. The execution step for NF is based on the derivation strategy. Based on the above execution result, we know that the derived operational semantics for program P is the same as the original operational semantics (section 6.1).
Related Work
Shared-variable concurrency (SVC) is used to model concurrency via multi-threaded programs. de Rover et al. have explored concurrency verification methods, including both compositional and noncompositional methods [48] . A shared-variable concurrency language is introduced, where the concurrent execution is charactered by the interleaving model. Verification methods have been studied, including assertion method, compositional proof methods and Hoare logic method. However, their shared-variable language has not covered the reasoning about priority for scheduling one thread over another, or more general probabilistic choice.
Probability in sequential programming has been studied by Morgan and his colleagues [35, 36, 37] . They explored the abstraction and refinement for probabilistic processes using the weakest precondition (wp) approach. Hehner studied how probabilistic programming can be applied to the predicative style of programming [24, 22, 23] . Another study for probability approach is that probabilistic method has been explored for process algebra. Núñez extended Henessey's "testing semantics" for a variety of probabilistic processes [42, 43, 44] . Seidel studied probabilistic communicating processes [49] by adding probability in Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) [25] . In [56] , we proposed the model of PTSC, which integrates probability with time and shared-variable concurrency.
PTSC is designed for discrete event simulation with probability. Previously, we have studied various semantics [51, 58] for Hardware Description Language Verilog [29, 30] . It is a multithreaded discrete event simulation language containing interesting features such as event-driven computation and shared-variable concurrency. We also explored the linking theories between various semantics for Verilog [51, 58] . However, this language does not have probability feature.
The contribution of this paper is the linking of algebraic semantics and operational semantics for PTSC. Our approach is to derive the operational semantics from algebraic semantics, where mechanical methods have been applied. For the linking of various semantics for Verilog [18, 53, 54, 58, 51] , the derivation of one semantic representation from another has been explored. However, the mechanical approach for semantic linking has not been adopted.
Regarding the work of relating operational and algebraic semantics, Hoare and He have studied the derivation of operational semantics from the algebraic semantics [26, 27] . An operational semantics of CSP [25] was derived, based on CSP's algebraic laws according to a derivation strategy (called the action transition relation). An operational semantics of Dijkstra's Guarded Command Language (abbreviated as GCL) was also derived based on GCL's algebra according to the derivation strategy (called the step relation). However, the languages does not contain probabilistic and event features, and the mechanical approach has not been studied.
Our work for linking the semantics for PTSC can be regarded as the further exploration of Unifying Theories of Programming (UTP) [27] . UTP covers wide areas of fundamental theories of programming in a formalized style and acts as a consistent basis for principles of programming language. The UTP approach has been successfully applied in studying the semantics and algebraic laws of programming languages. Probabilistic guarded command language is an extension of guarded command language with probabilistic choice. Its denotational semantics was formalized by He, Seidel and McIver [21] under the UTP framework. A set of algebraic laws was achieved based on denotational semantics. New unification of probablity with standard computation has been studied in which a nonzero chance of disaster is treated as disasters [19] .
The mechanical approach for the semantic linking in this paper is done using Prolog via animation. Bowen et al. encoded the operational semantics for Verilog using Prolog in a literate programming style [3, 4] . It enables the semantics to be directly animated using a Prolog interpreter. In addition, it provides an extra check on the validity of the operational semantics.
For the semantic linking, several approaches have been investigated for the consistency between operational semantics and denotational semantics. Brookes has given a new denotational semantics for a shared-variable parallel programming language [6] . The denotational semantics is proved to be fully abstract with respect to the operationalbased partial correctness behaviour. The consistency has also been investigated in the book Control Flow Semantics (abbreviated as CFS) [9] . CFS is devoted to studying the equivalence of operational semantics and denotational semantics for 27 languages using the theory of Metric Space. Hartog and his colleagues have studied the equivalence between operational and denotational semantics for a variety of probabilistic processes [11, 12, 13, 14] using CFS approach. Although the equivalence can be solved, it is difficult to prove algebraic laws from the denotational semantics.
Conclusions
This paper has presented how an algebraic semantics links with an operational semantics for our proposed probabilistic language with time and shared-variable concurrency. The work is based on the unifying theories of programming, pioneered by Hoare and He [27] . This exploration includes both the theoretical and practical approaches.
• We have given the algebraic laws. Our approach is new, where a process can be expressed as either a guarded choice, or the summation of a set of processes which are initially deterministic. Every guarded choice is composed of a set of guarded components. This approach with guarded choice gives us a way to sequentialize a process that also reflects the scheduling policy. This summation representation with guarded choice also gives meaning for the program.
• We have studied the derivation of the operational semantics for our language from its algebraic semantics. We have given the definition of the derivation strategy. Then a transition system (i.e., operational semantics) for our language can be derived via the derivation strategy. This gives us confidence for the soundness and consistency of the operational semantics with the algebraic semantics.
• We have investigated the relationship between the derivation strategy and the derived operational semantics. We have proved that the derived operational semantics is equivalent to the derivation strategy. This tells us that we can use either the derivation strategy or the derived operational semantics for the application of operational semantics. The result achieved here shows that our transition system (operational semantics) is complete with head normal form.
Besides the above theoretical approach to the link between the operational semantics and algebraic semantics for PTSC, we also considered the practical approach for the link. We have explored the animation of the link between the two semantics for PTSC. The animated result supports to claim of the soundness and completeness of operational semantics with respect to the algebraic laws from various test results. Our animation approach is based on the Logic Programming Language Prolog.
• We explored the algebraic laws for PTSC via mechanical approach. We mainly focused on the mechanical generating of the parallel expansion laws. Our approach is based on the five types of guarded choice.
• We studied the mechanical generation of the head normal form for a program. The concept of head normal form has been used to do the link between algebraic semantics and operational semantics for our considered language.
• We considered how to build the link between the operational semantics and algebraic semantics mechanically. Our approach is to implement the theoretical derivation strategy for deriving operational semantics from algebraic semantics. For the derived operational semantics as a whole system, we also investigated its animation.
For the future, we are continuing to work on the linking theories for various semantics of programming languages [27, 51] . The denotational model for PTSC is much more challenging because of the three features. Similar theoretical and practical approaches would also be interesting for other computation models, for example, probabilistic web services [7, 31, 57] . Further, we are also interested in how our animation approach can be applied to system verification [1, 2, 32, 33] . 
